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Last week we saw a bearish opening the first hour on Monday followed by a bounce that continued 

through Tuesday and early Wednesday that was followed with a pause and drift lower the rest of the 

day on Wednesday. Thursday saw strong selling that continued into Friday with lower lows before a 

small bounce late Friday as the week closed down in most indexes. 

This week began with a Holiday on Monday with the US markets closed. Tuesday saw a strong gap down 

at the opening that drifted lower during the day and ended with an hour of selling. Wednesday saw a 

failed rally in the opening minutes that sold down to lower lows, and again the last hour saw some 

strong selling. Thursday saw a weak rally in the opening 90 minutes that failed to exceed the prior 

day’s highs and rolled over to sell off slowly the next 3 hours before selling accelerated the last 2 hours 

of the day. Friday opened with continued selling the first 50 min. then bounced for an hour in a failed 

rally that could not recover much more than the opening losses that day. Friday then rolled over as 

selling kicked back in the rest of the day and accelerated that last hour. 

Both the Nasdaq and the S&P delivered lower lows and lower highs every day this 4-day week. The 

Nasdaq composite is now -15.07 % below its all time highs and the S&P is -8.73% below its all time 

highs. So far, this is the biggest correction we have seen since Feb/Mar 2020. 

Selling not only accelerated this week as compared to last week, but Breadth also expanded 

significantly. 

Oil continued higher this week with a small pull back on Friday, driving inflation concerns. Gold drifted 

a little lower each day this week except on Wednesday when it shot higher above $1840.  Silver rallied 

each day this week except for a small pull back on Friday. 

The 10 year Yields shot up Tuesday to above 1.86% then drifted lower the next two days and dropped 

hard on Friday to end the week back near 1.74%. 

The VIX and the VVIX both rose each day this Expiration week, with Options SKEW dropping to a new 1 

year low on Thursday. 

Sector rotation saw nearly all sectors selling off this week with the ‘Flight to safety’ sectors (XLU 

Utilities and XLP Consumer Staples) showing more strength this week. 

We saw some Earnings reactions this week with BAC on Wednesday and NFLX dropping -25% on Friday.  

In the next two weeks we will see most of the other Big Tech names report their Earnings so fasten 

your seat belts. 

Let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us. 

 

 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The S&P tested support at its 15-month Trend Line (Orange 

line) last week then broke below this week. We also see the break below the 20 week SMA (Yellow) this 

week. The S&P nearly reached its 50 week SMA this week (Blue). 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – We saw the S&P break below its 15-month Trend Line Support 

on Tuesday and continue lower each day this week, delivering both lower lows and lower highs every 

day this week. On the Intraday charts (not shown) we saw failed rallies each day this week that 

provided points for short term traders to enter or add to their short positions. The S&P crossed and 

closed below its 200 day SMA on Friday, ending the week down -5.68% and now below all 3 of its key 

SMAs. 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – After two small range declining week we now see a large down 

week that crossed below its 20 week SMA, its 21-month Support Trend Line and its 50 week SMA. 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Dow Industrials gapped below its 50 day SMA on Tuesday and 

delivered lower lows and lower highs every day this week, crossing below its 21-month Trend line on 

Wednesday and below its 200 day SMA on Thursday. Friday closed the week down -4.58%. 

 

 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Nasdaq broke below its 15,000 area support last week 

and below its 21-month Trend Line with a narrow range weekly candle. This week we see a much wider 

range candle that continues lower, breaking below its 50 week SMA and its October lows. 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Here we see the Nasdaq gap below its 200 day SMA on Tuesday 

and deliver lower lows and lower highs every day this week. Thursday closed just below its Oct. lows 

and Friday gapped lower to end the week down -7.55%.  The Nasdaq often led the rallies last year, and 

this year and this week leads the decline.  

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Russell was in a Consolidation channel most of last 

year, and clearly broke below that Channel (Dark blue line) and below its 21-month Support Trend Line 

(Orange line) this week. 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Here we see the Russell open Tuesday at the 21-month 

Trend Line and deliver lower lows and lower highs each day this week, ending the week down -8.07%. 

Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 

 



 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Last week ended at +65.59. This week 

saw a strong drop to -169.22 as breadth became strongly negative. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Here we saw a mildly positive slope at the 

end of last week that turned strongly negative this week. 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Last week we saw a small decrease to 

53.64%. This week we see a dramatic decrease to 36.29%. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Last week we saw a small bump up on 

Tuesday and Wednesday that fell back down on Thursday and Friday to end last week at 49.66%. This 

week the decline accelerated down sharply to 26.62%. 

 

 



 

VIX daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The VIX delivered higher highs every day this week and nearly 

reached 30% on Friday as fear grew nearly into panic. 

 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The VVIX also increased each day this week, nearly reaching the 

highs seen back on December 20th. 

 



 

SKEW daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – We saw an extremely low SKEW on Thursday this week at 127.5 

with a bounce up to 136.18 on Friday. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 

 

 

Oil daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Oil continued its rally higher for three days then closed lower on 

Thursday and saw a flat close with a lower low and lower high on Friday. 

 



 

Gold daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Gold drifted lower on Tuesday then shot up strong on Wednesday. 

Thursday and Friday saw a pause and small drift lower to end the week at $1,836. 

 

 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Dollar shot up Tuesday to its 50 day SMA then 

paused the rest of this week just below its 20 day SMA. 

 



 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The 10 year dropped hard on Tuesday, paused 

Wednesday, then slowly rallied back up on Thursday and Friday to end the week nearly flat. Note the 

above average volume most days this week. 

 

 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The 10 year Yield shot up to 1.86% on Tuesday then 

pause the next two days before dropping back down on Friday to end the week near 1.74%. 

 



 

US Yields daily table as of Jan 21, 2022 – The short term rates remained mostly unchanged this week 

while the longer terms popped up on Tuesday and then pulled back a little the next 3 days. 

 

 



 

FOMC weekly chart as of Jan 19, 2022 – The Fed added $79.556 Billion to its balance sheet this week, 

taking the Total Assets from $8.788278 Trillion last week to a new record high of $8.867834 Trillion. All 

that new money has to go somewhere. 

 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 



 

Dow Jones Transportation Index daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Transports delivered lower lows 

every day this week, breaking below both its 21-month Support Trend Line (Orange line) and its 200 

day SMA on Friday, ending the week down -4.14%. 

 

 

XLE daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Energy sector has seen a strong rally all this new year. That 

rally peaked on Tuesday this week then pulled back a little on Wednesday and Thursday. Friday saw a 

gap down and additional selling to end the week down -3.19%. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Financial Sector saw strong selling this week, delivering lower 

lows and lower highs every day this week and crossing below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs. Friday found 

support near its 200 day SMA, ending the week down -6.44%. 

 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Nasdaq-100 saw strong selling each day this week that seemed 

to accelerate each day as volume increased. The QQQ crossed below its 200 day SMA on Thursday and 

gapped lower on Friday. Friday’s support was found near its Oct. lows as the day closed at the lows of 

the day, week, month and year. Down -7.45% for this week and now below all 3 key SMAs. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Semiconductor sector was often the leader in the rally last 

year, and this week lead the decline. Note the extreme volume each day this week as the SOXX 

delivered lower lows and lower highs every day this week and nearly reaching its 200 day SMA. The 

SOXX closed this week down -11.68% and was indeed the weakest sector on my list this week. 

 

XLC daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Communication Services sector drifted lower on Tuesday and 

Wednesday, then saw a wide range day and a lower close on Thursday. Friday saw a large gap down 

below $74 and strong selling down to $72.19 with huge volume to end the week down -5.67%.  The XLC 

has 30 holdings and is mostly weighted with 22.5% FB and 10.9% GOOGL while NFLX is 3.8% of this ETF. 



 

XLP daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – The Consumer Staples sector held up well this week, mostly 

horizontal just under its 20 day SMA, down -1.39% this week. 

 

 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Jan 21, 2022 – This week we saw the largest 

weekly decline in the Nasdaq since Feb and Mar or 2020. Big Tech led much of the rally over the past 2 

years and now seems to lead the decline as well. We see this also true with the Semiconductor sector 

leading both up and now down. 

The Strongest sector this week was XLU with XLP just behind. BOTH of these sectors saw a decline this 

week, but the least decline of the other sectors. Clearly a sign of some degree of a ‘flight to safety’ 

seen this week. 

The Weakest sectors this week included: SOXX, XME, XLY, XHB, QQQ, XRT and XLK.   

Remember to always look at the charts for each sector to get the full picture of its behavior this week. 

Some may have made their move all in one day while others may have been trending all this week. 

 

 

 



 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Jan 21, 2022 – Note the weakness in the Russell most of 

this week with the Nasdaq close behind. Note that all of the stronger indexes this week were still 

showing ‘negative’ values each day. 

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

holiday XLE XLP XLU XLP 

 XLI XLU DJT XLU 

 XLU XME XLP XLI 

Daily Percent Change US Sectors table as of Jan 21, 2022 – We are just showing the top 3 strongest 

sectors each day of this week and many also had ‘negative’ percentage changes on most of these days. 

 

 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks. 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Apple delivered lower lows and lower highs every day this week, 

breaking below its 50 day SMA on Wednesday and ending the week down -6.16%. 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Microsoft closed lower on Tuesday but continued to oscillate the 

next 2 days within a similar range with daily closes near the lows each day. Friday saw a strong decline 

with a lower low and lower high on very strong volume to end the week down -4.57%. 

 

 

GOOGL daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Alphabet broke below its Trend Line support on Jan. 5th and 

continued lower nearly reaching its 200 day SMA. Last week we saw a bounce up to the 20 day SMA and 

the Trend Line that failed and pulled back, forming a lower High last week near its 20 day SMA. This 

week saw a lower open on Tuesday with a narrow range day. Wednesday saw a decline resume with 

lower lows and lower highs the rest of this week, breaking BELOW its 200 day SMA on Friday and ending 

the week down -6.55%. 

 

 



 

AMZN daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Amazon also saw a failed rally last week near its 20 day SMA. This 

week we see a decline that starts slowly and accelerates each day as volume increases and peaks on 

Friday. AMZN ended the week down -12.02%. 

 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Tesla hovered below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs on Tuesday, then 

began its decline on Wednesday. Thursday saw an inside day followed by Friday’s large decline that 

broke below its 5-month Trend Line Support (Orange line), ending the week down -10.07%. 

 

 



 

FB daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Meta saw a narrow range day on Tuesday with lower lows and lower 

highs. The next two days saw a slightly wider range day and closed each day near its lows. Friday saw a 

break down with a larger range day and elevated volume to nearly test Dec. lows, ending the week 

down -8.66%. 

 

 

NVDA daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Nvidia saw a failed rally that could not reach its 20 day SMA last 

week. This week we see lower lows and lower highs every day as volume peaked on Friday, closing the 

week down -13.24%. 

 

 



 

JPM daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – JP Morgan reported Earnings last week and saw a strong negative 

reaction. The decline continued this week with a gap down on Tuesday and lower lows and lower highs 

every day this week, ending the week down -8.11% with new 11-month lows. 

 

 

WFC daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Wells Fargo saw a strong rally the past 2 weeks and had a positive 

reaction to Earnings last week. However, Tuesday saw an inside day with a lower close that challenged 

the Trend Line Support (Green line). Wednesday clearly broke below the Trend Line Support and we 

saw lower lows and lower highs the rest of this week nearly reaching its 20 day SMA and closing the 

week down -7.56%.  

 

 



 

COST daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Costco broke below its Trend Line Jan. 5th and has continued 

lower since. This week opened with a gap down Tuesday with selling, and an ‘inside day’ on 

Wednesday. Thursday saw selling resume that continued a little lower on Friday to end the week down 

-4.25%. 

 

 

SLB daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – Schlumberger saw a strong rally the past two weeks that peaked on 

Tuesday of this week the broke below the Support Trend Line (Green line). Wednesday saw a pull-back 

followed by a wider range failed rally Thursday. SLB reported Earnings on Friday before the open and 

sea a small decline with a lower low and lower high on Friday, ending the week down -3.83%. 

 

 



 

CAT daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – CAT saw a strong rally the past two weeks that peaked on Tuesday 

of this week. The next 3 days saw a sharp decline to the 200 day SMA, ending the week down -6.03%. 

 

 

CME daily chart as of Jan 21, 2022 – We had to really look this week, but we did find an ‘Outlier’ that 

was up this week. CME group paused Tuesday then rallied on Wednesday and Thursday to a new all 

time high. Friday saw a strong drop back below its 20 day SMA, ending the week up +1.22%.    

This example shows us that there are a ‘few’ outliers even on a very bearish week like this one. 

 

 

The decline in the S&P-500 this week actually made a 3-standard deviation move down, which is a very 

rare ‘black swan’ odds event. This was measured based on the weekly Expected Move determined by 



Options prices after the close on Friday Jan. 14th.  This Expected Move value was $85.55 and represents 

a 1-standard deviation move from Friday’s (Jan. 14) close.  Late on Friday of this week (Jan. 21) the 

S&P had declined 3 times the size of the weekly Expected Move, or 3-standard deviations in this short 

4-day week.  

Each day this week we saw a failed rally that could not exceed the prior day’s highs. This is a useful 

clue to see that the bears are still in control.  Once we see a stronger rally that does exceed the prior 

day’s highs, that is ONE positive clue to growing strength of the bulls.  

In the mean time, we assume that the current bear trend will continue until we see ‘confirmation’ in 

the charts that the bears are becoming weaker AND the bulls are growing in their convictions. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ 

 


